A degenerate alpha satellite probe, detecting a centromeric deletion on chromosome 21 in an apparently normal human male, shows limitations of the use of satellite DNA probes for interphase ploidy analysis.
A degenerate alpha satellite DNA probe specific for a repeated sequence on human chromosomes 13 and 21 was synthesized using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with this probe to normal metaphase spreads revealed strong probe binding to the centromeric regions of human chromosomes 13 and 21 with negligible cross-hybridization with other chromosomes. FISH to normal interphase cell nuclei showed four distinct domains of probe binding. However, hybridization with probe to interphase and metaphase preparations from one apparently normal human male resulted in only three major binding domains. Metaphase chromosome analysis revealed a centromeric deletion on one chromosome 21 that caused greatly reduced probe binding. The result suggest caution in the interpretation of interphase ploidy studies performed with chromosome-specific alphoid DNA probes.